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Student government
candidate has arrest record
by Jan Vertefeuille
and Rebecca Smith
Staff Writers
Carl Robbins, a Penobscot
Hall senator and a candidate
for vice president of student
government, has been ar-
rested twice for theft while
attending the University of
Maine.
"I don't sec it as a (cam-
paign) issue. It won't affect
the way I perform, " said
Robbins, a math major and
a Radioman E-3_inthe Naval
Reserves.
"I am an honest person. "
According to Maine
District Court records in
Bangor, Robbins was con-
victed in June 1984 of
shoplifting merchandise
valued at $8.49 from an area
department store.
Robbins pleaded guilty to
_ the Class E crime and was
fined $100.
He said the incident oc-
curred when he was with a
group of peers and took a
cassette tape.
"It's plain and simple. I
did it, " Robbins said.
- While adinitting -that he --
took the tape, he said the •.e-
cond arrest was a
misunderstanding.
Records also show that
Robbins was summonsed for
theft of property valued at
over $500 in September 1985.
He pleaded guilty and was
convicted of the Class D
crime. He was fined $200.
His roommate was sup-
posed to return to their
apartment with a stereo the
day he was arrested, he said.
When Robbins saw a
stereo sitting in the hall, he
said he thought _it was his
roommate's and took it into
their apartment.
Later, when his landlord
came in and said-it was his,
Robbins was accused of
theft. Robbins said.
After learning of his prior
conviction, Robbins said the
landlord "went ape" and
decided to press charges.
He said he pleaded guilty
because the stereo was in his
apartment and the district
attorney was planning on -
pursuing the case.
"The $200 fine was the
DA's way of showing that I
did really intend to take it,
Robbins said.
(see ROBBINS page 5)
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UMaine to receive funding
by Jan Vertefeuille
Staff Writer
"Gov.  John McKernan proposed Thursday an
increase of $24 million in funding for the Univer-
sity of Maine System over the next two years.
McKernan addressed a joint session of the
Legislature yesterday morning to propose a state
biennium budget.
. He requested $38 million for new state pro-
grams, with almost two-thirds appropriated for
the university. A ptess spokesperson for McKer-
nan said he was unsure how much UMaine's
regular funding is.
Rep. John Bott, R-Orono, said much of this
Rep. Stephen Bost, D-Orono, said, however,
that this funding represented less than half the
'total amount the UMaine trustees requested.
He also said McKernan indicated that the $15
million "down payment" for UMaine approved
by the Legislature last year will become part of
the university budget now.
Bost stressed that McKernan's budget request
is only in the preliminary stages and the final
amount of funding is uncertain.
It is up to the Legislature to determine what
areas of the governor's proposed budget to ap-
prove and fund.
Diamond said convincing representatives not
from areas with a university branch to approve
funding may be difficult.
The time is long overdue to make the salaries of our fine faculty com-
petitive. I'm elated with McKernan's budget."
Rep. John Bott
money would go toward increasing faculty and
staff salaries.
"The time is long overdue to make the salaries
of our fine faculty competitive," he said:Tm
elated with McKernan's budget. This represents
a commitment above and beyond that of Gayer-
_ nor Brennan."
House Majority Leader John Diamond, D-
Bangor, told the Maine Campus he was pleased
with McKernan's request for the UMaine System.
"I'm happy with his endorsement of virtually
everyThing the university has asked for," Dia-.
mond said. "It's a high priority for me."
This may be further complicated, he said, by
the fact that McKernan did not seem as suppor-
tive of primary and secondary education, an area
of concern to all representatives.
"There are people down here (in Augusta) who
obviously are not as enamored of the universi-
ty," he said. "We'll have to do a selling job."
- Diamond said that in the budget request the
-UMaine funding "more than any other area was
strongly endorsed by McKernan.
"This budget, Bott said, "reflects a positive
commitment from McKerrian to Maine's
future."
Hockey team faces bi est weekend ever
by R. Kevin Dietrich
Sports Writer
The biggest weekend in the history of University or
Maine hockey is upon us.
The Alfond Arena will be the sight of the Friday —
Saturday matchups between the Black Bears and
Hockey East rival Lowell University, with the opening
faceoff slated for 7:30 p.m.
Maine, which currently holds second place in Hockey
-.:East with 33 points and is Sixth-ranked in the nation,
leads the Chiefs by four points.  
The Black Bears bring a 19+2 overall record and
a 16-7-1 conference mark into the series, while the
Chiefs are 16-8-1 overall and 14-7-1 in Hockey East
competition.
This will be the second weekend series between the
two squads, with Maine holding the advantage thanks
to their 9-4, 5-3 sweep at Lowell's Tully Forum in
mid-January.
But don't look for the Black Bears to be overconfi-
dent going into the all-important series, according to
Coach Shawn Walsh.
"I think we surprised them. L felt we got the brealo,
last time." he said. "They were beat up and now
we're beat up."
Winger Christian Lalonde agreed, adding, "We have
to take it like any other series. We have to play the same
type of game we did before (against Lowell)."
The Black Bears have their wort cut out for them,
as they will be without the services of center Dave
Wensley, who sustained a knee injury against the
University of Providence, and defenseman Bob Beers,'
who is suffering from a virus.
But Walsh is looking for the home crowd to pick his
squad up Should they have any difficulties.
"Hopefully our students can help our home ice ad-
vantage," he said. "Technically our fans could help
us right into the Boston Garden (for the Hockey East
playoffs).
"The big advantage, if our students are really up for
it, is home ice."
Ultimately, though, the Black Bears' fate rests with
themselves.
.1••••••••••....
"We can make it tough on ourselves or we can make
it easy," Walsh said. "Destiny is in our hands."
Maine is coming off a tough 5-3 triumph over Mer-
rimack College Tuesday in Alfond Arena and prior to
that, the Black Bears split a pair of games,-with--
Providence.
Lowell too managed a split in its last weekend series,
dropping a 7-6 decision to Hockey East leader Boston
College last Thursday, but coming back for a 5-3 win
against the Eagles On Saturday.
Walsh sees Maine and Lowell, both of which can,
arguably, be considered surprises in the tough Hockey
East, as similar.
"I think it'll be a real tight series," he said. 9
think our teams are real equal."
(Perry -
Lowell is lead by center Jon Morris, who ranks
among the top scorers in Hockey East with 20 goals
and 18 assists, good for 38 points.
Linemates James Newhouse (10-15-25) and Randy
LeBrasseur (14-7-21) provide ample support for Morris.
Between the pipes the Chiefs feature a fine duo with
David Delfino, 11-4 with a 3.72 goals-against-average,
and Ken Stein (4-2, 3.72) shoring up the Lowell net-
minding duties.
"We have to respect them," Lalonde said. "They
work hard in the corners. We have to stick to hockey
basics. "
With the season winding down, every member of the
Maine squad knows how important each contest is.
"Every game from now on is a playoff game," • -
Lalonde said.
4L.
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Library gets computerized index on trial basis
InfoTrac being tried at 'Ogler.
bs Mark Kelli, students the library may or ma%
.
Staff Writer . Orme the ser% ice.
. 
"It's hard to say (w het her or not we'll 
—11We's a nev, kid on the block in the continue with the index). First of all, it's
. reference-crepartmetit oil-ogler Library. e‘perV,i%e -7 $16.000 a year. Also. we
already have 'more -conventional in-
dexes." Patterson said.
-We're currently gauging it to deter-
ment publications mine such things as its popularity and
Thomas Patterson'. head of informa- speed. We're . also 
comparing it with
tion services at the library. laid- the other computerized index 
systems." he
system consists of two terminals used to added.
scan data on laser discs. 
Attached to both terminals are 
The library is asking users of InfoTrac.
. 
to fill out a questionnaire and help
printers which can be used to print evaluate the system.
listings of references w Elaine Albright. director of the 
library
hich are displayed'
on the screens. said. -We're 
encouraging people to fill
out the queronnaires. So-far,- notion
Patterson said the library doesn't &All '
_ 
InfoTrac, but. is using it on a trial basis. 
mans- people have. They re taking it for
granted that it (InfoTrac) will be here."
-.--1,--Wel,ve.baid-it-for two or three weeks, - patterson said InfoTrac is .manufac-
= , and well have it on trial for hbout six lured by a company which markets the-
,..._ more weeks," Patterson said. system around the world.
This tw-otmonth trial run-is free of InfoTrac has two modes, one scans 800
=
= charge, he added. to 900 popular magazines, the other U.S.
E Patterson said even though InfoTrac . government publications. Both modes
Across from the reference desk sits In-
foTrac, a self-contained computerized in-
dex of -current periodicals and govern-
has been extremely popular __Wtith____judude howirjp,frotn_thepast five years.
Onst_ainOoth, a new laser disc with
an index of the latest publications is sent
- - ,t,cvshe Jnfotrac customer.
Patterson said Fogler Library has
most of the government holdingsIllat
lnfotrac indexes, and a good'amount of
the popular magazines.
Dave Moser, a junior economics ma-
jor, said InfoTrac makes. researching
periodicals more convenient. -
"I think it should have been here five
Sears ago:
"1 uacd. to only research periodicals
when I had10 NOW, I do it more often
because it makes periodicals more ac-
cessible," Moser. said.
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Work Study
Student Needed
MWF Mornings
Teacher Aid and snack
responsibilities
—Call 581-3271
, •
SKI TRIPS
The UMaine Ski Club and the
Memorial Union
-invites all Univer-
sity of Maine students, faculty,
and staff to participate in the
outing listed below. Call or visit
the Student Activities Office.
-Mm for
- reservations and additional
information.
Sqgariaisf and Squaw Ski Dips
Great downhill and crosscountry .
skiing at two' of the finest ski
-areas in New England. Bus
transportation provided. Special
student rates on lift tickets.
February 7th:
Sugarloaf and Squaw
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Students aided in English for grad
by Christina Baldwin
Staff Writer
Foreign students applying to
American graduate schools have one
more thing to worry about — whether
they can speak fluent English.
International Research and Educa-
tional Program Director John Benoit
devised a program last year that would
give foreign students the tools they need
to succeed at the University of Maine.
"I have never felt it fair for the univer-
sity to Invite and recruit foreign students
and not give them the tools to study
here," he said. They need to learn
how to read and write fluently."
Benoit said the program, known as the
English Institute, is now being run by the
English Department.
"I think they have the expertise in do-
ing that sort of thing," Benoit said.
He said the International Research
and Education Program will still con-
tinue to have the monetary respon-
sibilities but the English Department will
be in charge of the curriculum.
"We're hoping that we'll be self-
sufficient shortly," Benoit said. "We
have lost some money but starting ex-
penses are always expensive. When we
have been operating for a few semesters.
then we should be out of the red."
Benoit said funding is coming from
tuition and the graduate school. He said
he would like the program to be free of
all university and state funds.
Deborah Rogers, director of the
English Institute, said over the spring
break a permanent headquarters for the
institute would be set up in the Writing
Lab on the fourth floor of Neville Hall.
"We will be having a spring semester
program, a summer program, and a fall
Business seminars held
by Michael Di Cicco
Staff Writer
Nine seminars in the business field
will be offered throughout the remainder
of this semester.
The seminars, which range in subject
from business writing to managing
stress, are being offered by the Univer-
sity of Maine's Bureau of Public
Administration.
These seminars are part of the
bureau's public employee development
program and are designed for personnel
from local and state governments, non-
profit agencies, and the UMaine System.
This seminar program has been done
for several years and has always been
very successful, said Kenneth Ahn, the
bureau's acting director.
At the end of each of the one-day
seminars, the participants eval4te the
program. 
- -
"These evaluations have been "quite
positive in the past, but we keep trying
to make (the program) better," Ahn
said.
He said he is in the process of propos-
ing a new training seminar for higher
level government officials.
According to Ahn, the seminars are
good for both the participants and the
university. •
"(The seminars) will tie closely the
university resources with the state and
local governments,2'_he_said.
country
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rgina Elliot, the coordinator of the
seminar program, said she has gotten a
lot of response to the programs.
The two business writing seminars
have been filled already, but their enroll-
ment was limited to 15 participants each,
she said.
All the other seminars have an enroll-
ment limit of 25, and Elliot said she wa,
sure they would be full too.
The seminar leaders have been pick-
ed because they have served at other
times and have expertise in the specific
areas, she said.
All but one of the seminar leaders are
from the university, she said.
Anita Kurth, an assistant professor of
English at UMaine and University Col-
lege, is one of those seminar leaders.
Both of her seminars "Getting started
in workplace writing," and "Suc-
cessful workplace writing, have
already been fit-W.
There is a high interest in the topic, she
said.
Kurth said she thinks the seminar pro-
gram is good for educators as well as for
the participants.
"Many professors tend to get their in-
formation from the text books. It really
helps to go out and see what the pro-
blems are in the real professions, she
said.
Registration for each of- the one day
seminars ,costs S513 and includes lunch. 
"THE TIFFANY"
Originally designed by Tiffany& Company, the Tiffany Ring
r- or Solitaire has become New
' England's most popular
engagement ring.
G.M Pollack & Sons
proudly inventories
Maine, largest and most
varicd collection of Tiffany
Diamond Engagement Rings.
A SPECIAL COLLECTION OF-
-MODERATELY PRICED DIAMONDS
Our huge buying power enables us to bring you
these beautiful diamonds at exceptional prices
1/20 Carat. 1199 lour Chruce• 1/4 Carat. 1429
'1/6 Carat, 1249 — 1/3 Carat. 1549
1/5 Carat, $329 3/8 Carat. s750
• 1111-111(ir choice of TO, nv uonunOng.
M.UackLSom
Meehan Now England'. Fin Jam* Swing:
BANGOR BANGOR MALL AUGUSTA AUBUON MALL MUNSWICK(COOKS COOMPT
PC TIAN° • PANNE TAATUT.OU`H KARAM)) NEVANGTOT4 MAIL
SOW 111
PHEASANT LANE MALL INASHEA, N.H.)
program," Rogers said. "Spring and
fall tuitions will cost $1,760, and sum-
mer tuition costs would be $1,030."
Each student earns 10 non-degree
credits, Rogers said.
The program consists of students go-
ing to class five hours a day to learn
grammar, pronunciation, comprehensive
listening and reading, and writingskills.
Rogers said.
Students then must complete lab re-
quirements similar to those in the foreign
language lab at the university.
"Before students start learning and
improving these skills, we must deter-
mine what level of comprehension -they
are on," she said.
Rogers administers a Comprehensive'
English Language Test enables her to
divide students into different levels of,
ability.
school
She then administers an Articulation
Test which tells tier where the studcnt is
having problems with pronunciation.
"The goal is to teach them enough
English to be admitted into graduate
school," Rogers said.
When applying to graduate school,
foreign students must pass the Test of
English as a Foreign Language
(TOEFL), Rogers said.
"It is like the SATs students take in
high school. Foreign students must pass
TOEFL with a score of 550 or better,"
Rogers said.
She said the institute now has II
students from countries ranging from
Saudi Arabia to Africa.
"We hope that they wil stay at the
university and go on to the various col-
leges that offer degrees," Benoit said.
WERt FIGHTING FOR American Heart
YOUR UFE Association
MONDAY NIGHT
VIDEOS AT THE BOUNTY
Make your "requests"
* Dance and watch your favorite videos
on the BIG SCREEN *
Only at the Bounty!!
PETTY'S PIZZA
FORMERLY NAPOLI PIZZA OF ORONO
— FRESH DOUGH
WHITE ')R WHEAT
MEATS St' VEGIES
WIDE SELECTION
FRESH TOPPINGS
SANDWICHES
30 VARIETIES
SAUCE
FROM AN OLD
FAMILY RECIPE
CHEESE
100% REAL
WHOLE MILK
-MOZZARELLA
CA LZON ES
ALL YOUR
FAVORITES
PIZZA WHOLESOME
WITH A DIFFERENCE VALUE
FAMOUS IN CASTINE
NOW IN ORONO
154 PARK ST.
866-5505
FOR PICK UP OR FAST DELIVERY
IN THE GREATER ORONO/OLD TOWN AREA
WHEN YOU THINK PIZZA
THINK PETTY'S
OPEN 4-11 SUN-THUR 4-12 FRI & SAT
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Susan J. Plourde
A luiquizies
During the first week of February, last
year, I had the unique opportunity to
travel back in time.
Not possible, you say. Well, perhaps
not, but my experience came about as
close as I've ever come.
_I attended
Catholic school in Berlin. N.H. named
Notre Dame High School. •
Like many small towns, we had a to-
the-death sports rivalry with another 
local high school.
-The school was Berlin High School
and the sport was we hockey.
When NDHS closed it's doors in 1972
(Yes, I really am that old!) the rivalry
ended. Or so I thought.
After a tragic accident transformed a
Berlin child to a virtual vegetable, so-
meone came up with the bright idea that
a hockey rematch might bring in some
funds to offset the tremendous medical
costs.
Invitations were sent out to all former
hockey players and cheerleaders and the
response was overwhelmingly positive.
Two teams from each school were put.
together, one with players prior to the
early 1960's and the other with the
younger, post-I960 graduates.
The small arena had not seen that
many people since the rivalry had end-
ed in 1972.
Led by the cheerleaders, the crowd
quickly fell into the familiar chants of
long ago.
We were all 16 again. - - -- •
When lturned -to speak to my mother,
she had been transformed. The lines on
her face were gone. The darkness of age
and tragedy around her eyes had
 disappeared.
We stood and cheesed for our teams,
I not as mother and daughter, but as
friends.
I saw my mother as she once was and
it was an experience that I wouldn't trade
for the world.
_Many children make. the mistake of
never realizing that their parents once
were young.
Many parents make the even-greater
mistake of forgetting that saffe—fat4.-
When parent and chilclean re-liveshe
past together, the experience changes
them both.
In our haste to be adults, often Ore
throw off all traces of childhood. Then.
Galapagos is a natural selection
by Paul Siletti
Volunteer Writer
For anyone tired of hearing those
tedious lectures on Darwinism everytime
they sit down in a biology class or tune
into the • public television station,
"Galapagos" is a natural selection.
Appropriately and ironically set on a
cruise boat -traveling from Guayquil.
Ecuador to the Galapagos Islands, Kurt
Vonnegut's best selling novel
"Galapagos" (295 pages published by
Dell Co.) explains the transformations
that occur in the human species between
1986 and one million years in the future.
lihe narrative details from the perspec-
tive of a ghost, Willy Trout, the develop-
mean -of-site-human mind.
According to Trout, the brain, during
our contemporary times, is fat too
massive for its own good.
----remind you that just  _about every,
adult male back then had a brain
weighing about three kilograms! There
is no end to the evil schemes a thought
machinethat oversized couldn't imagine
and execute.
"...can it be doubted that the three
-kilogram brains were nearly fatal defects
in the evolution of the human race."
Among the passengers is a defunct
high school teacher and complete
hypocrite, Mary Hepburn.
Hepburn, having -devoted her life to
. explaining_hour the evolut ionary_process
equipped man better than any other
. -species for survival, constantly-fights a -
- burning desire to commit suicide  
Not only a hypocrite for her desire t9
self-destruct, Hepburn also speaks in
-direct-contrast to her teachings on the -
ioy and beauty of reproduction.
When the captain of the "Bahia Dar-
win" learns that Mary has been playing
"free and loosely" with his sperm in
some genetic experiments, and asks for
an explanation why, Mrs. Hepburn
responds:
"Oh, my God — if we could have
_made a baby out of marine iguana spit,
don't you think we would have done brains are the crazy and incompetent ac-
• • • • •
KuP
cr\INE-
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as adults, we mourn our lost youth.
Wouldn't it be better to retain some
small part of childlike wonder in our
hearts to be taken out whenever the op-
portunity arises?
Aren't there some days when you wish
you were a kid again?
J.C. Mellencamp said it best in a song.
"Hold on to 16 as tong as you can.
changes come around real soon to make
us women and men."
It has been said that you can't go
home again. But sometimes, if you are
very lucky, you can.
If the chance arises, jump at it. It is
the stuff dreams are made of.
- 4-
that, and not even disturbed your ma-
jesty "
Hypocrites are not the only by-
pioducts of the brain that Vonnegut
places on the "Bahia Darwin." James
Wait and Andrew Macintosh both pro-
vide examples of the ill deeds that can
be executed by the 20th century
Past prostitute, now millionaire, Waite
derives his wealth from marrying af-
fluent and aged women. He decides to
take passage on the "Bahia Darwin"
after the death of his 17th wife and
suspects the boat might be fertile ground
for finding futurc_marriage_prospects.
Marginally above Wait on the evolu-
tionary scale for con-artistry, is Andrew
Macintosh. Macintosh's main motive
for participating in the cruise is to per-
suade Zenji Hiroguchi, a Japanese com-
puter specialist, to head a new company
— a company who's stock Macintosh
will market.
Unbeknownst to Hiroguchi and his
pregnant wife, is the fact that Macintosh
has registered them on the cruise under
_false names to allude Hiroguches_present
employer, who fears losing Hiroguchi,
their premier computer programmer.
Additional outcomesfrom overactin
tions of Colonel Reyes and. Captain
Adolph Von-Kreist. - ---
illogically, like those of many other
wealthy people, Capt. Von Kleist tries to
keep active by pursuing a profession.
When a drunken Von Kleist is forced
to take command of the "Bahia Dar-
win", it becomes obvious that much
could be gained from terminating his
seaman's career.
"His ignorance alone might have been
enough to carry the-ship to disaster. But
he compounded his mistakes during the
first night by changing his course again
and again in order to steer from probable
irtipact pOints in in ocean of shooting
stars. His big brain, remember, had him
believing that a meteor shower was go-
ing on. Everytime he saw a shooting star
he expected it to Irtt the ocean and cause
a tidal wave."
•
Cynical, sad and unresolvable the
book touches many of today's truths.
The message is clear. Like the short-
necked giraffe, the over-brained humans
will be culled by nature..
Flanging 20th century man on the
lower rungs of the evolutionary ladder
is an interesting and inspiring idea and
one that makes "Galapagos" a hybrid
Vonnegut novel.
Moranis profits from inferiority
CULVER CITY, Calif. (API — Rick realize it. he saicf.--"I thought I was feriority. They almost sell it to the peo-
Moranis is short, plain and nearsighted, just feeding lines to the disc jockeys." plc; they keep telling them they are in-
but tie has managed to hold his own with Moranis performed his own comedy ferior to the States by trying to overcome
.- matignam ghosts and man-eating plants. on radio andtelevision and worked in it so desperately."
not to mention some of the hottest corn- clubs as well. "I wasn't scared by stand- Moranis and Dave Thomas capitaliz-
0.3 in show-business. ' up comedy, just bored," he said. "I
_didn't like repeating things, evert thoughHe's the guy who threw wild parties.-
the audience was different:-'1 .in_Sigourricy Weaver's apartment
The turning point in Moranis' careerbuilding in Ghost barters. He nourishes
came when SCTV Network was lookingthe voracious Audrey 11 with his own
bloodin Little Shop of Horrors. AncLhe--___mforocztisrmfilact nnenea%in tihnetothtihrcieseamsaonnic.
was one of the prime movers of Canada's
SCTV Network. • crew that included John Candy, Eugene
Levy, Andrea Martin and Martin Short.Moranis is currently appearing in Mel
Brooks' space take-off, Spaceballs, as The series had been a huge hit in
Canada, scored on NBC from 1981-83Dark Helmet, infamous commander of
And-has been appearing in syndicationthe evil forces. Any resemblance to Darth
Vader and the voice of James Earl Jones
is pretty farfetched.
ed on that aspect of Canadian life with
the MacKenzie Brothers, the beer-
sucknig, super-dull backwoodsmen4he
sketches were so popular they led to
Strange Brew, which became Canada's
biggest grosser of 1983.
Moranis' first HollywOod film, Streets
of Fire, was a "painful experience," he
said. His luck improved with
Ghostbusters, and Little Shop of Hor-
rors. which grossed S27 million in the
first four weeks.
ever since. He was asked if his American success
Why the outburst of inspired comedy might cause him to lose his Canadian
from above the border? identity.
Born in Toronto 33 years ago, Moranis "Growing up in the shadow of the "I married a New Yorker, so lately 1
compensated for his size and horn- States politically and intellectually gave have been dividing my time between
rimmed glasses by acting the class clown, us this feeling of inferiority which may here, New York and Toronto,"
While stitin high school, he took a job have caused I lot of us to develop cer- Moranis said. "But my family is still in
spinning records for disockevs. "I -min senses of_irony_anitsarcasm.—camada, and so are my roots. I'll always
started as'a writWl'hhough I didn't "Canada it master of the cause of hi- be a Canadian."
s.
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•Robbins 
Robbins is running for vice president
on'o,ilier with chris...Boothbs for preq-
01 student gosernment.
II elected, Robbins would also serse
its presidcrit of the ventral student'
senate.
Chris Boothby said, "I don't feel it
,1/4 ill affect our candidacy.
-1..seryonc has Made mistakes. The
not important thing is to learn from
those .n or-0.es. and Carl did. He went
into
Hoot hby said he hay" no thoughts of
replacing Robbins because he is the best
person for the job. -
"He is the finest positioned person for
teontinued from page 1).
the job on campus, " he added.
Boothby harl—no prier
know ledge of Robbins's arrests. _hut
-since finding out that photocopies ot
Rbbbins's court papers were submitted
to both The Daily Maine Campus and
WME_B-FM, are."!.giaing as public
as possible" with the information.
"Our campaign has been very positise
and there has been no slandering on our
part. And es-en though we have come up
against some, we do not plan to
retaliate, " Boothby said. _
- "We firmly believe this is a campaign
that should--be decided on the basis ot
issues, " he said.
Accountant explains tax law
bs Brenda Ronco
Volunteer Writer
-The Feditail Tax Codes rev ised by' Congress lean toward a flat rate system.
:isruan Dexter, air-Ottino-pobtic-accountant, detiverecta lecture Thursday after-
noon as part of the Stretching your Dollarscities. _
The lecture was titled "New Tax Law: How Thu Will be Affected."
The lecture series, offered every Thursday in February at the Memorial Union.
provides information and techniques On managing money and resources.
- According to Dexter, the people in the high-Fe-tax brackets will be affected the
most by the new tax laws.
"Probably the high income people will be paying more," he said.
Dexter said the years 1986 through 1988 will be a transition for the new tax codes.
"The real changes will occur in the 1990's," Dexter said.
In 1987, the tax rate for people with spouses begins at 11 percent on the first
53,000 earned. The same kind of system will affect single people in 1987, he said.
In 1988, the new tax code will- be div ided iototwo-bracicets and-18-percent.
Singles, married couples, and heads of households Will pay within the brackets,
but on varying incomes, he said.
"Those who earn more than $140.090 a year will begin to lose itemized deduc-
tions and personal exemptions," Dexter, said..
N, Dexter feels that before 1989 those rateS will change.
In the new-fax code, elderly -ptople-who-areittanled or those whtf are blind -and
married will get an extra $600 for itemized deductions. If they are blind and elder-
ly-rind married, taxpayers get an extra $1,200 for itemized deductions, he said.
"What Congress_ is trying to do is to get rid of the itemized deductions and go
for a flat tax rate. The taxpayers want a simplified tax law," Dexter said.
Along with new tax rules. Congress has also required employees to complete a
new Federal Income Tax Witholding Form .before Oct. 1, 1987. If employees do
not coniplete and return the form before the deadline, the government will disregard
previous forms and decide on the exemptions themselves.
Dotter said investors who-earn profit from Stocks will pay tax, not exceeding
28 percent-, on all profits earned. This new law,. in his opinion, is more fair than-
the previous tax .law regarding capital gains, he said.
Dexter also suprts the new tax rule regarding business lunches. The new-rttle, -
according to Duater. allows way 80 pritc-nt of bu;Invss hinch exp-etis-es- to -be ---
deducted.'
Dexter said that these tax -rules are confusing and difficult. "A flat tax rate would
get rid of ;ill the paperwork and itemized deductions," Dexter said.
(Plass photo
Visa The Hair Hut
-5 visits -
8 visits - $
tyling---$2 off
1•?ecision Haircut complete with sh
blowdry $5 off.
Designer perms complete with preci ion
shampoo, and blowdry • $35 and up
lengths).
47 Main Rd.
Milford
827-6923
expires feb. 28th
stercard
and
rcut,
ding on
38 Main St
Orono
866-7976
"The Little Guy Tries Harder"
1.1e DISCOUNTED
BEVERAGE PRICES
BUSCH •2 12 oz cans COKE
NATURAL LIGHT 4.99 PRODUCTS 2 liter bottles 1.09
1212 oz bar bottles
TUBORG 3.99 MOOSEHEAD 12/12 oz 5.99
24/12 oz cans 24/12 oz cans
PABST Suitcase 8.25 BUSCH Suitcase 9.75
PLUS TAX AND DEPOSIT ON ALL BEVERAGES
L&AI7MARKET
MILL Si? — ORONO, MAINE
Friday
Ladies Night
$2.25 Jumbo Margarita's
for the ladies
—Gift Certificate Giveaway
T-shirt Giveaway
Record Town, Airport Mall, Bangor
Savage Sound (Jeff Savage)
15 Mill St., Orono, Maine 866-4863
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Editorial
Mandatory money
The current administration has proposed four man-datory fees for next fall.he proposed fees include a Memorial Union fee, an
athletic fee, a health fee and an arts fee. All of these would
be mandatory for full-time Students__
Of these four fees, only two are somewhat jusüfiect.
The other two are downright unfair.
If the UMaine board of trustees adopts the athletic fee,
students would be charged S30 per semester.
Unlike the current optional all sports pass, which costs
S40 per year, students would have no choice with the new fee.
This means students who rarely attend athletic events on
campus would be paying $60 a year for something they would
not use.
The administration _now spends approximately $2 million
. of its state funded eduCationat budget OB. alhiet ics. The new
fee would raise $510,000 a year, which the administration
,-. -
- would .use to reduce its reliance on state funds. -
By lessening its burden, the administration is passing its
costs on to already heavily burdened students.
This is unfair.
. The idea of making the current optional health fee man-
datory also came from Alumni Hall.
Betsy Allin, acting director of CutleThealth Center, said
the administration wanted to see what-the center's budget
would look like under a mandatory rather than optional
health fee.
The proposed fee would cost S40 a semester and, like the
athletic fee, students would have no say in the matter.
The proposal arguing for the mandatory fee stated declin-
ing enrollments were putting,a squeeze on the center's budget.
It said the number of students opting for a health fee of $40
a 'semester also had declined.
_The proposal stated that, students were not enrolling in the
current voluntary health fee program because they felt they
would not become ill. If they did and delayed seeking care,
they often would accumulate bills far in excess of the $40 fee.
But a mandatory fee would solve this problem.
Maybe for these people a mandatory health fee would en-
courage earlier treatment, subsequently lessening their total
bill.
But what about the non-traditional students who have
their own physicians andthe students who are covered under
heir parent's. insurance?
Under the mandatory fee, these students would have to
fork over $80 a year for a service they would not use.
Sound familiar?
These two proposed fees, like the recreation fee adopted
last fall, join the growing list of expenses heaped upon un-
suspecting students to cut administrative costs.
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It's .a wild world
-Oh baby, baby it's a wild World...
Those lines, I think, are probably
some of the best written in the history
of song.
Cat Stevens is (or was) one dude who
really knows what life is about, He's
'what I would call an optimistic
ptissimistletnows the world can be a
rough place to exist in, yet he believes in
the innate goodness of man.
That's probably why he disappeared
off the face of the earth. I have heard
that the Cat is living in a commune
somewhere in Africa with people who
can appreciate the meaning of his music
Well Cat, here is my ode to you.
I was told this story by a woman who
is not devoutly religious, but who attends
church regularly and says Jesus helped
her in her time of need.
She had suffered through more than
10 years of a bad marriage and then she
had suffered through a few more years
of divorce.
She moved to a new town with her two
Small children and went back to school.
At some point during the school year,
one of the children was diagnosed as
having some serious dental problems—
to the tune of a couple hundred dollars.
It was just about a couple hundred
more than she had.
So here was her dilemma: buy food
and pay the rent or pay some dentist ex-
orbitant amounts of money to fix her
kid's teeth.
It was definitely a tough one.
She took the kid back to the dentist,
gnithe did the needed work.
When he was through and the groggy
child was lying on a chair in the waiting
room, he took the woman aside and told
her he wasn't going to charge her for the
det.tal work he had done.
He said God had told him not to
charge her because she didn't have the
money.
The woman had never spoken to the
dentist about her financial situation. She
had never even let on she would have
been devastated financially after paying
him for the dental work he did on her
child.
But he didn't charge her and he said
it was because God told him not to.
So the woman took her kid home,
didn't pay the good doctor, and has been
trying to find a way to repay him ever
since.
I don't believe in God, but if 1 did,
that man's god is the sort I would choose
to worship.
It's hard to get by just upon a smile.I'll
say it is Cat, but sometimes a smile and
a little understanding helps.
Linda McGivern is a senior jour-
nalism major from Portland„kfaine.
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An AIDS advisor
To the editor:
A. the Medical Reporter for
waz-Tv in Boston, I have
spent the last two years repor-
ting on the disease of AIDS,
Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome. I have watched it
race through the homosexual
community. I have seen the
disease kill men, women and
children who received blood
contaminated with the virus
through a blood transfusion. I
have seen people addicted to in-
travenous drugs become in-
fected with the virus because
they shared needles with so-
meone carrying the virus.
Now, I watch with frustration
and anger as the virus moves in-
to the heterosexual community.
doctof recently told me a
story that sent a chill through
my body. He is treating a 
women who contlicted AIDS
while vacationing at Club Med.
The 35-year-old professional
woman from New York had sex-
ual intercourse with a man who
was infected with AIDS virus.
Now, she is paying for that brief
encounter in her life.
While many adults wish that
young people would abstain
from sex (and if you are not us-
ing intravenous drugs) it would
without a doubt keep you
infection-free, I realize it is not
realistic. What will protect you
from the AIDS virus, if you are
sexually active, is a condom.
Doctors say that if you use a
condom properly during sexual
intercourse and it doesn't break,
it will act as a barrier. I recent-
ly interviewed students at a col-
lege in Boston and was shock-
ed to learn that many of them
didn't know that condoms
could protect them from the
AIDS virus. Nor do many
young people realize that a per-
son can carry the virus-silently
for many years without know-
ing it, and without showing any
symptoms. —
I know some of you may be
embarrassed by buying or using
a condom. Perhaps you worry
that your partner will object. I
have watched young people
with AIDS struggle with the
many infections that come with
the disease and Tinally die. Let
me tell you, it's tragic There is
no room for embarrassment in
the face of this growing
epidemic The AIDS virus is in
the heterosexual community. If
you're sexually active, you are at
risk. I am not writing this to
frighten you — I am writing
this so that if you are sexually.
active you will take the steps to
assure that you are safe.
Those of you who already
use a condom and protect
yourself from this deadly
disease can feel proud of
yourselves. You are doing the
responsible thing. And I am
happy for those of you who
think enough of yourselves to
make that -choice. If someone
gives you a tough time because
you won't have sex or because
you insist on usinifieondom,
remember, it's yo .
Stay well!
Jeanne Blake
Medical Reporter
WBZ-TV, Boston
Snow plows disturb sleepers
To the editor
Last Thursday night, my
roommate and I went to bed
around I a.m. We turned in
looking forward to a restful
night's sleep. What we got was
a hellish ear pounding from an
over-revved Cat diesel.
The illustrious UMaine road
crew decided that it would be
neat to work after midnight and
keep people up. They were
pushing the snowbanks back
between Dunn Hall and Sigma
Nu. We tried to ignore the noise,
but it proved to be impossible.
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The grader backed up past
our window with its obnoxious
beeper, revved its engine to a
roar that would put a 747 to
shame, then screamed past our
room. It would then back up
and do it again and again.
My roommate and I finally
bad enough. We went out in the
frigid air to talk to the people
who were making our lives a liv-
ing hell.
When asked why they had to
do this at such an ungodly hour,
Mr. Road crew person simply
sneered. "Try doing it in the
daytime with all the cars."
Clearly we were going to get
nowhere with Mr. Road crew
person, so we returned to bed.
once again the grader returned
and worked until approximate-
ly 2:30 am.
There would have been no
problem if it had been snowing
and the roads were slippery.
These people were just pushing
back snowbanks.
Why couldn't they do it bet-
ween 8:00 pm and midnight?
The traffic is not any worse then
than at one in the morning.
I thought the crew lacked the
common sense- to realize that
people are trying to sleep at that
-time of the night. I hope they
don't do it again.
Bill Carolla
Campus crusader
To the editor
After reading the letters you
have received from "concerned"
readers, I can only say to them
"get off your 'high horses and
lighten up!" Does anybody care
that Otherataie an op in iO n?--SO
you may not agree with
everything someone writes in an
editorial — they still have an
opinion. If you don't want to
read what is written by the
STUDENTS who work at the
Daily Maine Campus, don't
bend over to pick it up. Stop
criticizing them so much and
think about what you are
saying.
Personally, I think some of
the not-so-serious editorials and
columns are just that — NOT
SERIOUS. Some of them are
pretty funny. I mean, can you
imagine having a red bean bag
chair filled with $100 bills drop-
ped off on your doorstep? I'd
love to find myself a young en-
trepreneur of red bean bag
chairs! Who wouldn't?
I believe what Miss Baldwin
was trying to say when she
wrote the editorial about adver-
tising condoms was- when is -a-
good time of the day to adver-
tise the contraceptive? Will
these advertisements promote
responsibility or an excuse to
have sex? Are males going to
use condoms the correct way?
Do they know the correct way
to use them? You may say, of
course, everyone knows how;
but everyone may not know.
Like I said before, lighten up
a little, people and take the col-
umns and editorials with a grain
of salt. Listen to someone else's
opinions for a change.
Sonya Targett
Old Town
Soda wars
To the editor:
While we realize that the Al-
fond Arena is in fact part of
campus, one Pepsi machine is
not equal representation. Being
staunch Pepsi drinkers who do
not like the taste of Coke and
who have classes around the
Union, we don't want to have to
run across campus to get a Pep-
si. Those convenience stores are
much closer to our classes.
Would it be too much trouble
for the union to install a Pepsi
machine? If the Union did in-
stall a machine, they would have
the gratitude of all the Pepsi
drinkers on campus.
Nancy Anne Crowell
Janine Marie Noel
P. Thomas DuBerry
Theresa A. Tennut
Commentary Where does the money go? Shane Martin
The administration is in the midst of making
several important decisions about how student
money will be obtained and how it will be spent.
Thses decisions include a new fee structure and fun-
ding for computer based education.
The headline in yesterday's Maine Campus read,
"Four fees may be added to bills." These fees in-
clude mandatory $IO arts fee, a $40 health fee, a SI5
student union fee, and a $30 athletic fee. The ad-
ministrations motive for implementing these fees is
to free funds from the general education budget used
to subsidize these areas. These freed funds would
then be used for academic purposes.
Many arguments can be made against mandatory
fees the primary ones being that people either will
not orcannot use the services thay are to pay for._
If all 8,500 students came to a hockey gane could
they- fit in Alfond Arena? Would seating be available
for all students to watch a Maine baseball home
game? Obviously the answer is no. Dormitory
students don't use the Memorial Union much
because the services it provides are essentially pro-
vided by Residential Life through dormitory and
complex activities. Many students do not attend
theater and dance presentations because they would
rather spend their money to see a good rock con-
cert. Campus entertainment activities should
generate their funding by the interest in them. If
students want to attend games, the theater, or eat
at the Union they will pay for them individually. If
the people supporting these activities want extra
money, they- should seek booster money- from alumni
and other outside sources. They should not try to
impose fees or milk -money on the general educa-
tion fund.
This returns us toll* queStiOn-rif what Meld=
ministraion is really trying to do. They are trYffig
to get more money- to teach us and at the same time
keep all the non-academic activities going. If the
university needs more money for academics, they
should raise tuition instead of doing strange budget
shuffling under the student fee system. The problem
with raising tuitioon is that the tuitoin cost is what
prospective students look at when they decide to
come to the university. The administration wants OA
make the university appear as cheap as possible to
prospective students so they will decide to come here.
The cost of these new fees and existing student
fees would total over $200 per academic year. Over
a four year period this would total around S800. This
is equal to a semesters worth of tuition. The ad-
ministration is asking us to pay for a semesters worth
of education without teaching us anything.
President Lick is seeking more money for
academics. This is obvious. But what is he plann-
ing to spend this money for? One major expenditure
is the purchase of a PLATO computer system. A
PLATO system is a main-frame based computer aid-
ed instruction system. PLATO systems are big, ex-
. pensive, and outdated. I used one of these system,
last summer_and it was not very good.
The PLATO system can do one thing. Pach. Per-
sonal computer based, computer aided instruction
allows hardware to be used for instruction, program-
ming, wordprocessing, and anything else you hap-
pen to _ _think _ _
The -decision to buy a PLAID systeaut may
already have been made. In the current UMaine
Weekly Calendar a position of "Consultant for
ComputerBased Education" is advertised. The job
requirements state that applicants must be familiar
with management of PLATO systems.
Students and faculty should urge the administra-
tion not to buy? PLATO system. It will be a waste
of money- and efforts that will burden the universi-
ty with an inferior product.
Then, on Thursday, Jan. 29,,
signs were once again posted
telling us that on Friday at 10
a.m. they would once again try
-to clean up the rather appalling
Quad parking spaces. This time
Another point is-the fact that 
oat of the ice and hard-packed
snow results where people or
cars have been beTdiellEsncnv
plows get to it. The plows are set
to ride right on the pavement,
but wtien-they hit art obstacle,
- ice for instance, the plows are
made to bump over it rather
than throw the driver through
the windshield.
If they tried to scrape the ice -
off the walkways during the
day, the only time recently when
it would be soft enough to be
feasible, we would all complain
• about having to dodge snow
plows on our way to class.
Concerning the parking
areas, on Tuesday Jan. 27. 'signs
were placed in many locations
-
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Response
Fees questioned
To the editor:
- I am quite upset,hurnot sur-
prised, at the news of the ex-
pected increase in fees that 1 will
have to pay to attend this uner-
sity nett fall. It seems that every
year my tuition and/or other
charges keep being raised.
sobsLamially.to find things that
I use rarely or not at aktafree
up money for "general" educa-
tional funds-.
To-me, this seems toailly un-
necessary. I resent having to pay
money that I would not or-
dinarily spend on athletic, ar-
tistic, and student union spon-
sored events.
 Beingaitillsrtinm-off-campus
student with a part-time job
- 415-20 his. week), I have very lit- -
_lie time to go to such events. I
do enjoy them when I get to go.
but it it's ridiculous for me to
have to spend $30 a war on
sporting events when I might
get to see one football game and
a couple of basketball games all
year. If I am forced to pay that
fee, it averages out to $10 for
each sporting event. That is
ludicrous.
The same thing goes for the
arts fee. I admit. I use the
facilities at the union almost
daily, but only the Den and the
bookstore; I have yet to attend
any of the dances, films, and
other social events: Why do I
have to help to ccintribute an ex-
tra $62,000 for these thines?
As for the health fee. the
reason for making it mandatory
i-as-wett, is tharshrinking enroll-
ment has cut into the funds. If
UMaine was not quite as expen-
sive as it is to attend, there
would probably be an increase
in enrollment — which would
solve that problem. As things
stand right now, according to
Peterson's 1986 College Guide,
in terms of cost to attend.
UMaine islight in the middle of
-New England-state universities.,
UConn and UMass, are a little
less to atte,nd (around $1,800 in-
state tuition and fees), UMaine
and URI are in the middle (aro-
pund $1,900) and UNH and
UVm are over $2,000: An extra
193 in fees will put us &I.". URL.
. leaving us the third most even-
' 'sive state university in_ New
England. which is itself pro-
bably the most expensive region
in the country to attend school.
If the administration would
look into ways of lowering the
cost of attending this universi-
ty, and would try to clear up
some of the problems with the
residential life system, perhaps
more Maine sudents would elect
to come here. This would solve
some of the budgetary pro-
blems. Shifting a greater fee
burden on a shrinking student
body is not the answer. It only
leads to even lower student
enrollments and greater finan-
cial problems.
Amy C. Fanara
Nd Town
Plowing hampered
To the editor:
In the past week there have
been- several letters published
regarding the condition of the
campus's roadways, walkways,
and parking lots.
While_the_amount of ice-Par-
ticularly that on the sidewalks,
is a bit dangerous, simply mak-
ing a beach out of the campus
isn't going to solve any pro-
blems.
Regardless of what is spread,
the ice will not melt when
Peratures never get above
-five degrees.
informing Stewart Complex
residents that the Quad parking
Spaces would be cleared at 9
a.m. Come 9 a.m., about a
quarter of the cats parked on
the Quad had been moved, and
1/2 of those moved belonged to
st..s.ff, not cindentc The SAM
removal equipment came and
nicely cleared those few spaces
it could get to without totalling
any cars.
When writing
tor Oto.e /101 41,.•IN  In attach, and wishing its,neite
lellrr Ito the editor or a emitmentar". %tine tampa..
vele  them. Letters should be 300 north. or It,.,.;
lllllll about SSO. Name. address. tool photo.
nuather lllll so be included. 4nanstantss lents. are •fr7,/
•!7creepiest, hot name. ..ill be nithheltT inotit
publication only under special cireamonanees.
The keine lamp.. 111,41,,  the right
to edit learns and commentaries for
length. taste, and libel.
Campus psychology explained
To the editor
You're playing right into their
hands. I'm speaking to the peo-
ple that write into the,Canyius
afti 1 &tiS a LAI 11111LI LLdt riF
ed them up. You know who you
-3TE
the response wasut two cars
better, particularly in front of
Cumberland. By 113.m., the
snow in-these -spaces had been-
completely cleared., leaving
Cumberland with many nice,
virtually bare parking spaces.
Although the snow removal
crew threatened Us with towing
they were gracious enough to let
us suffer with our beautiful
--slick skating rink instead.
After, two atternms.'Stewart
still has about two thirds of its
spaces covered with six inches
of ice and snow simply because
a few people couldret bear the
coldlong enough to move their
cars.
Rick Hadley
Gannett Hall
- Remember last semester
when Rebecca Smith wrote that
Samantha Smith article? The
response section of the paper
was packed full'of people wan-
ting to stomp on the editors
throat.
I can picture the scene now
— "Rebecca, you must be
mighty sad over everyone on
campus hating you. You even
goa letter from a little girl who
wants to beat you up. I'd be
crushed." -
"No way, Jan! This is the -
most feedback this paper has
gotten since "'eve been here!.
Let's offend more people!"
Scientists can teach a pigeon
to bowl by feeding it when it
does something right. You have
been "feeding" Rebecca Smith
by writing more letters to the
paper. This is what she wants.
Now once a pigeon learns she
-can-ger-food by pushing a ball
at Some pins, she'll bowl
t.”.isnty- fourittrirrs a day.
I seem to remember that after
the first barrage of hate mail
started to slow down,itithr
anti-Samantha column showed
up in the university's favorite
journalistic rev
Was there anot er the next
week? I've misplaced my flies.-
- Whatever the case, the pigeon
(forgive my pseudointellectual-
symbolismy kept on bowling.
Readers'red of the
Ms. Smith didn't.
We could all imagine her sen-
timents at the beginning of this
-semester.
 "Hiaiont,-"- -she would -
think. 'How-tan I remind
everyone that I'm terribly ob-
noxious?"
There were some tense
moments in January when peo-
ple were neutral to her. Of
course, this is before her
"Apathy" column. -
*Reminder: This is not lust
another "shut Rebecca Smith
up" letter.. She_ obviously has
more brains than the average
Ted _ w ho writes letters to
her. She knows the saying "The
hand that bites gets fed" very
well. Everyone else brings it to
her on a silver platter with a side
of fries. In my opinion, neither
side is worth the trophy.
My point? Ms. Smith should
, write about academic 'stan-
dards, and the readers should
write nice things about the dog
seen occasionally in Stewart
Commons.
-I conclude with an unsup-
ported opinion.
I really don't like this MPAC
-thing.
Erie Ewing
Gannett
WMEB: Whose choice
To the editor:
I would be interested in a poll
of students here at UMaine that
are regular listeners of WMEB.
If the poll showed that 20 per-
cent of the student body were
regular listeners, I would be
greatly surprised. I omgrateful
for WMEB in that it provides
an alternative to the
homogeneous, Top-40, com-
mercial stations that continue to
bombard us with the sounds of
i'f) sum pop.
WMEWs-format, however, is
sadly analagaus to these sea-
tioasbecause, in effect, it Plays
an extremely limited format.
If WMEB claims to be pro-
viding-a foimat for the-place
belongs to, the UniversitY oT
Maine, it is guilty of false adver-
tising. Why is it that WMEB
cannot provide an alternative
format? A foriAlat_that encom-
passes a broad range of contem-
porary styles would be much
more appropriate for a college
campus.
As for now, siVMEIS con-
tinues to serve its own needs Of
this campus, which provides the
funds for- it to exist! Daily
Taxpayer speaks
To the editor:
I've never written to this
paper to express my views about
matters which concern us as
students, but after reading we
are facing another round of
proposed fees, I just had to ex-
press my opinion. President
Lick and Dean Rideout, we as
tax payers-pay you good money
to use your experience to solve
the on-going problems of run-
ning this university. If these
latest fee proposals are the best
resolutions that you can come
up with for solving the financial
problems of this university, then
we don't need you. I do not sup-
port additional fees. 1 don't
know about the rest of the stu-
dent body, but I already have a
health insurance plan and I
don't need another one. If a stu-
dent wants to be a spec-ator or
participant in athletic events
then let them support them. An
art fee and a student union fee
U'N-IEFIloses more of its listen-
ing audience. In an effort lobe
more truthful, I think WMEB
should abandon its logo,_
"Radio Free Orono," and, in-
stead, call itself "Radio Pro-
_gressive Ornmel 
It would be deplorable if the
"flagship-of the University of
Maine system" was without its
own radio station. Even more
deplorable is the dumping of
the hard-earned money of
students and tax payers of
Maine into a program that ser-
vices only a few.
Brian Bernier
Stephen Bennett
Corbett & Dunn Halls
out 
-- -
are out of the question. The
next-thing you know there will
be a library fee, a Neville Hall
computer center fee, and a fee
for everything on, this campus.
The rumor has it that we as
students are very apathetic!
This is a good time to prove this
fallacy to be false. I say "flush
this proposal all the way back
to our administrators desk."
Vvayne Berryment
Chadbourne Hall
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World/U.S. News
Terry Waite seen with gunmen by taxi drivers
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — Two taxi "I saw him smiling and waving his
drivers said they saw missing hostage hand to onlookers as he walked. He wore
negotiator Terry Waite walking in a a gray raincoat," said one witness. "I
southern Beirut suburb Thursday with stopped my taxicab to watch, but the
an escort of about 10 gunmen and four escorts waved me away, shouting: 'Don't
turbaned Shiite Moslem sheiks. stop. Drive on I did."
Waite, the 6-foot-7 Anglican Church
envoy, was last seen by reporters Jan. 20
when he left the Riviera Hotel in west
Beirut to meet the kidnappers of two
Americans. Since then, Waite has not
contacted the church or his family.
The taxi drivers, who spoke on con-
dition of anonymity, told The Both drivers work in the
Associated Press they. saw Waite walk- neighborhood of the Riviera Hotel,
ing with his escorts in a street close to where Waite stayed between his arrival
the Lebanese capital's airport highway at in Lebanon on Jan. 12 and the time he
about 3 p.m. Thursday. dropped from sight Jan. 20.
Waite wore a raincoat when he was
last seen by reporters.
Another taxi driver said he saw Waite
at the same time in the same procession,
smiling and waiving his right arm to
onlookers on the left side of the street.
Terrorism conference boycotted
WASHINGTON (AP) — The United
States, rebuffed by France and two other
close allies, was forced Thursday to
abandon plans for a seven-nation
meeting in Rome on countering the ris-
ing tide of terrorism.
Although State Department officials
said military steps were not on the agen-
da, the reluctant allies did not wish to
participate in a conference held in the
shadows of a U.S. military buildup in the
eastern Mediterranean.
With eight Americans held hostage in
Lebanon, there was apprehension that
the United States might strike out in
retaliation, as it did last April against
Libya.
France, which. initiated the boydott, -
and Britain and Vvest Germany, which
also declined invitations to attend, all
have hostages in Lebanon.
The session was to have opened Fri-
day and focused on the recent spate of
abductions.
"The question of military action was
not on the agenda," spokesman Caries
E. Redman said in announcing the
abrupt cancellation.
He said Italy had agreed to a U.S. re-
quest to host the meeting of the seven
largest industrialized democracies but
that "some of the summit group did not
feel it would be propitious at this
time."
1987 Winter Carnival
DELTA TAU DELTA'S
BED SLED RACE
Saturday, February 14 • 1:00 p.m.
Behind HILLTOP COMM0NS-0n-lbe Hilltop Road- - -
$10.00 entry fee - benefits go to:
•
DOWN EAST BIG BROTHERS/BIG SISTERS
Sponsored by Delta Tau Delta, University of
Maine Fraternity Board, WGUY, and Coke
yr more information, call 581-4171 or 866-4909
Waite came to Beirut to try to win the
freedom of foreign hostages. A total of
26 foreigners, including eight Americans,
are missing and presumed kidnapped in
Lebanon. Many are believed held by
Shiite Moslem captors.
The taxi drivers said that before
Waite's disappearance, they had fre-
quently seen him walking on the beach
or travelling in a motorcade. I haven't the
slightest doubt about his identity. I know
him and I saw him this afternoon."
one driver said.
All these and much, much more
at Dr. Records
The area's best selection of LP's, cassettes,
and CD's, at the best prices
Dr. Records & Mr. Fixit
20 Main St.
Orono • 866-7874
What: Senior Portraits
Where: South Lown Room,
Memorial Union
When: Feb. 9-13, 9 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Feb. 16-20, 9 a.m.- 5 p.m.
This is your chance to pick the best time for you
to have your Senior Portrait. Portraits will be taken
the weeks of Feb. 9 and Feb. 16 from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. The portraits are free and will only be taken on
these dates.
I0
Street attacks stopped
DENVER (AP) — The arrests of five
suspected gang members appear to have
abruptly stopped a wave of street attacks
by golf club-swinging youths that ter-
rorized an east. Denver neighborhood
and left one woman dead, police said
Thursday.
Na attacks have been reported since
the arrests Tuesday and Wednesday
nights, said Detective John Wyckoff.
Nightly for 11 days. residents of a
densely populated, eclectic
neighborhood near the state Capitol
came under attack by youths wielding
golf clubs, bricks, fists and knives.
The attacks began Jan. 24, with the
level of the violence worsening through
the 16 assaults. The slaying Tuesday
night near a neighborhood supermarket
was the last attack.
On Wednesday, police formed a
70-officer task force to find the
assailants and then raided an east Denver
home, arresting three juvenile suspects.
Liberace dead of heart failure
Palm Springs, Calif. (AP) — Liberace, Liberace had been gravely ill for weeks
the unequaled king of glitter Who dazzl- with what aides said was anemia, em-
ed audiences for four decades with physema and heart disease, and he had
romantic piano flourishes and lapsed into a coma Tuesday. Spokesmen
outrageous costumes, died Wednesday. denied a report that he had AIDS. -
He was 67. The cause of death was cardiac arrest
7 The entertainer died at 2:05 p.m. PST, due to congestive heart failure brought
surrounded by family, his manager, on by subacute encephalOpathy, a
housekeepers and friends, said Denise general term for a degenerative disease
Collier, his spokeswoman in New York. of the brain, said Dr. Ronald Daniels.
The Headquarters -
(formerly Becky's Headquarters)
778 StiHwater Ave., Bangor
(near the Bangor lkiraa),
942-2100
AVOID THE MARCH BREAK BURN!!
TANNING SPECIALS
4 vists for $16
8 vlsts for $28
Retail hair & tanning products
now available for purchase
Moe.. Fri. 9-9 sal 9-5
This Valentine's Day, give your
sweetheart something "personal"!
`4it'o Si
VALENTINE'S DAY
 PERSONALS
7, Your special message to your Valentine is only25' per line (35 characters per line). The. 
deadlineis noon Thursday, February 12 (the
ma\.I earlier the better!)-The publication date Will be
gr Friday, February 13. Please turn all personals in
to Suite 7A Lord Hall.
Send in your Valentine's Day Personals today!
7
9
9
7
7
7
7
7
9
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News Briefs
Snowshoer
drowned
ARROWSIC, Maine (AP) — A
24-year-old woman was found
dead, believed drowned, near her
family's home, the Sagadahoc
County sheriff's office said
Thursday.
The victim, identified as Eileen
Blaiklock, had been out snowshoe-
ing when found Wednesday,
authorities said. --- -
Officials said the woman who
was believed to have had a history
of seizures, was discovered face
down in shallow water.
.Spent nuclear
fuel derailed
GLOUCESTER, England (AP)
— train car carrying 50-ton
container of spent nuclear fuel
jumped the tracks at a rail yard
Thursday, but the car remained
upright and there was no radiation
leak, officials said.
The British Rail freight train was
carrying a ' steel cube containing
138 spent nuclear fuel rods from
the Oldbury power station in
southwest England to the Sellafield
nuclear plant on the northwest
Cumbria coast for reprocessing,
the Central Electricity Generation
Board reported.
The train car and the nuclear
ontainer, which has 14-inch thick
walls, remained upright after two
wheels left the tracks near
Gloucester, about 20 miles north
of Oldbury. the electricity board
reported.
-- "There has been no damage to
the fuel flask.... There is no
emergency. There has been no
evacuation," a board official
said, speaking on condition of
anonymity.
Former CIA
director attacked
WASHINGTON, (AP) —
Former CIA Director William Col-.
by was beaten and robbed while '
walking near his Georgetown
home, District of Columbia police
said Thursday.
He was approached last Friday
by four people who 4ern2nAM 
money and then knoUed him to
the giaiind when he Said tie had
none, said officer Walter Ferguson.
Colby, who was head of the
Central Intelligence Agency from
1973-75, told the Washington Post
he had escorted a friend to a main
street to catch a bus and was walk-
ing back to his house when he was
approached.
"One of the guys knocked me
down. My glasses blew off and I
got a great big shiner on the right
eye. One of them had a gun—an
automatic But I had kit my wallet
and stuff at home and all they got
was my wristwatch," he was
quoted as saying.
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Sports
Griffins take advantage of Black Bears
bs Dave Greets
Staff Writer
The Canisius College Golden Griffins
took adsantage of poor shooting and
turnosers by the Maine Black Bears on
their way to a 92-59 s ictory last night at
Kesler Gym. •
The Black Bears shot 29 percent and
committed 16 turnovers in the first half
as the Griffins rolled to a 40-15 halftime
lea making the second half academic.
SUNDAY WORSHIP
6:30 p.m.
Wilson Protestant Center r
The "A" frame at 67 College
Ave.
Tom Chit tick, Chaplain
HELIUM
BALLOONS
For all occasions"
Now open Sundays
Orono Floral Boutique
38 Main St.
866-3557
The Griffins scored 17 unanswered
points as they held Maine scoreless for
nine minutes of the first half.
Maine was in the game for the first
five minutes as Curt Hollman scored six
of Maine's first eight points.
A short jumper by Hollman gave the
Black Bears an 8-7 lead before Canisius
exploded. -
Following two foul shots by Jim
Boylen, which cut the Canisius lead to
11-10, Griffin forward Mike Brown
(McMahon photo)
followed up a missed shot with a dunk
that started the sDurt. 
. _ --Barward Grady Nlinick then conserted
a lob pass from Brian Smith for a dunk
and followed that with a 3-point bomb
to else the Griffins an 18-10
Canisius then scored on an assortment
of long jumpers and fastbreak layups to
take a 28-10 lead before Maine's Guy
Gomis broke the drought with a dunk
(see HOOP page 12)
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(including contests up to 2-4-871
ROCKEt-EAST'W- L T P GF GA
Boston College 19 5 0 38 149 93
MAINE 16 7 I 33 122 85
Lowell 14 7 1 29 99 89
Boston University .11 12 3 25 109 108
Providence 7 16. 2 16 _80 Ill
Northeastern 6 15 3 15 71 99
New Hampshire- 4 18 3 II 77 141
ECAC NORTH ATLANTIC
Northeastern
Niagara
Boston University
Canisius
Siena
Hart ford
MAINE
New HamtIshire
 
 
Vermont
 
Colgate
Conf Overall
L W
9 0 16
8 2 12
8 3 12
7 3 11
7 4 11
4 7 10
3 7
2 8
2 9
5
6
8
8
9
10
5 12
3 16
4 16
-3- 17_
SEABOARD CONFERENCE
• -Cottf Overall
W LW L
Northea4tern
MAINE
New Hampshire
Boston University
Vermont
Central Connecticut
Hartford
Brooklyn
*Hoop
 
 
leoniinued from page ill
with only 4:54 left in the first half.
Six Canisius players scored during the
onslaught, with Minick leading the way
with five of the 17 points.
Maine tried to claw its way back into
the game in the second half as Coco
Barry went to work Underneath hut the
depth and quickness of the Griffins were
too much.
Canisius placed siv. players in double
figures with Minnick leading the way
with 16 points. Forward Jeff Taggart_
added IS. Smith 13, Chris Heinold II.
and Mike Brown and Mars in Bailey each
added 10.
Barry and Boylen paced Maine with
II points apiece, Barry's all coming in
the second half.
It was the first time in the last eight
games that Bovlen has failed to score at
least 20 points.
The loss drops the Black Bears record
to 5-13 °serail and 3-8 in the North
Atlantic Conference.
Niagara .moves to 12-8 overall and 8-3
The Black Bears face Niagara on
Saturdo.
DON
BE CRUEL TO
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8 1 12 10
7 2 19 2
7 2 II 7
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1 7 7 9
I 8 5 13
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Tkis weei -mks-verb* schedule
Friday, Feb. 6
Hockey — Lowell at Maine 7:30
Saturday, Feb. 7
Hockey — Lowell at Maine 7:30
Men's Basketball — Maine at Niagara 7:30
Woirien's Basketball — Maine at Northeastern 2:00
Women's Swimming — Boston University at Maine 12:00
Men's Swimming — Boston University at Maine 3:00
Wrestling — Maine at Plymouth (Northern New Englands)
Men's Track — Maine at Colby (State Championships)
Women's Track — Maine at Dartmouth Invitational
Sunday, Feb. 8
Women's Basketball — Maine at Boston University 2:00
Riverplex Apartments
Riverplex Apartments, half mile from campus is now taking
deposits for four apartments available for September. Two
two bedrooms and two three bedrooms. Includes heat and
hot water, stove, refrigerator and disposal, laundry facilities,
nice view of river, $523-1500 monthly. One year's lease, pay-
ment is monthly, 866-4052.
BElatkilk
COLLEGE WEEKS
When you break away this year,
do it uith style.
lo our toilette Uorek ii licrniuda is inore than lust Sl111,
and and surf
Right fn oni the hrst outrageous I olk'ge Bash
at LliNN. Heath ii• JA unrelenting test o 'hour
endurance
Spectacular seaside buffet luncheons cats psi,
and limbo festn al like none other Smashing dance-uI-
oti-driipbtitch parties. featuring Bermuda slip rock.
steel And c.dvpso hands hen A 'Pam I .ruise And
Prow Island kit:maw/a All compliments of the
Bermuda Department if Tourism
Bermuda is all of this—and much, much mom
s touring the island in I oLlf bree/N mopeds(Do remember to keep leftll
Its noteAtng Im quiet oiumn roads— including an
earl morning 2-k •Fun Run- Irom Rorseshow Ba Its
esphoring the treasures in our international shops.
placing golf on right great co )LII>41.p t1104 tennis o in o "Cr
100 island•n ode owes
But moru is the fevhng ou gel in a nun
flomechedecked island. separated from esersu here
and nen-thing tn miii miles I if sea
This .toar. gm n old in smile Seco sour Campus
Trzel Representative or Travel Agent .for nfrmnls
REDMAN SPORT & TRAVEL
208 test 210th Street
• P.O. Bo 1422
Riyerdale. New lork 104-1
1(800) 237-7465
In .\ess lOrk state call collect:
1212i -964)646
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